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The ownership structure of the equity of public US corporations

Firm Insiders

Affiliates

Institutional investors 13F

Proxy statements

Proxy statements 2%

3%

36%→ 73%



”Dark matter” in ownership structure?

sIO + sIA < 1

∆sIO > −∆sIA

Who are IO substituting for?



Institutional ownership and competition

Azar, Vives (2021): effects of ownership structure in an oligopoly with J firms

sj,j = 1− φ+ φ/J, sj,−j = φ/J

maxπj + λ(φ)
∑
π−j

↑ φ→ ↑markups

φ is common ownership

Gutiérrez, Philippon (2018): ↑ sIO
1
−→ ↑ φ

2
−→ ↓ competition

2 Azar, Schmalz, Tecu (2018); Lewellen, Lowry (2021)

1 ?



Facts consistent with ↑ sIO→ ↑ φ→ ↓ competition

1. ↑ sIO ...

2. ↓ # shareholders needed to reach 50%

3. Turnover of top institutional
shareholders is low and falling



Facts at odds with ↑ sIO → ↑ φ→ ↓ competition: within-firm

1. For the equal-weighted average firm:

3 large blockholders hold 20% of shares
11 next blockholders hold 20% of shares

2. Institutional ownership concentration peaks
for mid-size firms

3. No clear relationship between institutional
ownership concentration and profitability



Facts at odds with ↑ sIO → ↑ φ→ ↓ competition: across firms

1. # firms/ # institutional investors:

in 1982: 30
in 2017: 4

2. Firms tend to have disproportionate weights
in their top blockholder’s portfolio

3. Shareholders with top blocks tend to have
less diversified portfolios



Smaller comments for the authors

1. If more discussion of ↑ sIO→ ↑ φ→ ↓ competition
use control rights, not cash flow rights

do institutional investors tend to have multiple top blocks?

is there sectoral overlap between the top blocks?

how passive are different institutional investor types?

2. What is the relationship between sIA and firm characterstics? (Paper focuses on sIO)

3. Matching by size
firm prefer having an active top blockholder

investors only manage their top block actively


